ABSTRACT Assembly of certain classes of bacterial and animal viruses requires the transient presence of molecules known as scaffolding proteins, which are essential for the assembly of the precursor procapsid. To assemble a procapsid of the proper size, each viral coat subunit must adopt the correct quasiequivalent conformation from several possible choices, depending upon the T number of the capsid. In the absence of scaffolding protein, the viral coat proteins form aberrantly shaped and incorrectly sized capsids that cannot package DNA. Although scaffolding proteins do not form icosahedral cores within procapsids, an icosahedrally ordered coat/scaffolding interaction could explain how scaffolding can cause conformational differences between coat subunits. To identify the interaction sites of scaffolding protein with the bacteriophage P22 coat protein lattice, we have determined electron cryomicroscopy structures of scaffolding-containing and scaffoldinglacking procapsids. The resulting difference maps suggest specific interactions of scaffolding protein with only four of the seven quasiequivalent coat protein conformations in the T ϭ 7 P22 procapsid lattice, supporting the idea that the conformational switching of a coat subunit is regulated by the type of interactions it undergoes with the scaffolding protein. Based on these results, we propose a model for P22 procapsid assembly that involves alternating steps in which first coat, then scaffolding subunits form self-interactions that promote the addition of the other protein. Together, the coat and scaffolding provide overlapping sets of binding interactions that drive the formation of the procapsid.
INTRODUCTION
Regulated protein self-assembly directs the formation of many essential biological structures, from the filaments of the cytoskeleton and extracellular matrix, to vesicle coats, bacterial flagella, and viral capsids. A critical level of control is often provided by various accessory proteins, which determine the timing, site, and extent of assembly, as well as features of the completed structure. In the case of helical microtubules and actin filaments, binding proteins control initiation, extension, and shortening of filaments and may even alter filament structure (Hirokawa, 1994; Mandelkow and Mandelkow, 1995; McGough, 1998) . The assembly of clathrin protein subunits into spherical cages is regulated by adaptor proteins, which determine the site of assembly and control the size of the assembled cages (Brodsky, 1997; Keen, 1990) .
The problem in the regulation of virus assembly is that multiple identical protein subunits must undergo conformational switching to correctly determine the size of the viral capsid. Regulated conformational switching is necessary because in the assembled capsid the subunit conformations are not all equivalent, with the number of different quasiequivalent conformations (known as the T number) determining the capsid size (Caspar and Klug, 1962) . As each identical coat protein subunit is added to the capsid, a choice must be made as to which conformation the subunit will adopt. Various mechanisms for the regulation of conformational switching exist, including structural transitions in the regulatory regions of coat subunits and interactions of coat subunits with ordered nucleic acid within the capsid (Johnson, 1996) . In the larger and more complex viruses, regulation is provided by binding interactions with another viral protein, the scaffolding protein.
Scaffolding protein-assisted assembly pathways are utilized by the herpesviruses and adenoviruses (D'Halluin et al., 1978; Edvardsson et al., 1976; Rixon, 1993) , as well as the dsDNA bacteriophages (Casjens and Hendrix, 1988) . The transient presence of scaffolding proteins is required during assembly to direct correct assembly of non-DNAcontaining precursor capsids (known as procapsids). After assembly, scaffolding proteins are removed to allow DNA packaging to occur. In the absence of scaffolding proteins, assembly of the coat protein is slower (Earnshaw and King, 1978) . In addition, most of the assembly products of both phage and herpesvirus coat proteins formed in the absence of the scaffolding protein are either aberrant spiral structures or smaller-than-normal capsids that are incapable of packaging DNA (Earnshaw and King, 1978; Matusick-Kumar et al., 1994; Ray and Murialdo, 1975; Roeder and Sadowski, 1977; Tatman et al., 1994; Thomsen et al., 1994) .
The Salmonella typhimurium bacteriophage P22 provides a useful model system for understanding the assembly of the more complex animal viruses and possesses a well-developed in vitro assembly system (Prevelige et al., 1988 (Prevelige et al., , 1993b . Assembly of the P22 procapsid requires the copolymerization of ϳ200 -300 scaffolding subunits with 420 molecules of coat protein. During assembly a dodecameric portal complex through which the DNA is packaged and 10 -20 molecules of each of three pilot proteins required for DNA injection into the host cell are also incorporated. However, only the coat and scaffolding proteins are required for the assembly of procapsid-like particles.
Study of both the P22 and herpesvirus assembly pathways in vitro has determined that the scaffolding proteins do not form cores about which the coat proteins assemble; instead, assembly proceeds through the addition of both scaffolding and coat subunits to the edge of a growing shell Prevelige et al., 1988) . Despite the scaffolding protein's critical role in determining icosahedral symmetry, scaffolding was not observed in the structures of P22 procapsids , herpesvirus procapsids , or herpesevirus B-capsids (Zhou et al., 1998a) , suggesting that the bulk of the scaffolding protein lacks icosahedral symmetry.
Despite the lack of icosahedral symmetry in the bulk of the scaffolding protein, it remains possible that a portion of the scaffolding protein binds to specific sites within the icosahedral coat lattice. Such an icosahedrally ordered coat/ scaffolding interaction could explain how scaffolding can cause conformational differences between coat subunits. To detect such interaction sites, we have determined and compared electron cryomicroscopy structures of scaffoldingcontaining and scaffolding-lacking procapsids. The resulting difference maps suggest that the scaffolding protein binds to a subset of coat subunits within the capsid lattice, supporting the idea that the conformational switching of a coat subunit is regulated by the type of interactions it makes with the scaffolding protein. Based on these results, we suggest a model for how the specific coat/scaffolding interactions may regulate procapsid assembly and size determination in both phage and animal viruses.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Capsid preparation
Procapsids assembled in the absence of the scaffolding protein (gp5 procapsids) were prepared as previously described (Thuman-Commike et al., 1998) . Procapsids lacking the pilot and portal proteins (gp5/8 procapsids) were prepared from cells infected with 1amH201/16amN121/20amN20/ 13amH101/c17 phage. Cell infection and procapsid purification were carried out essentially as previously described (Prevelige et al., 1988) . Briefly, S. typhimurium strain DB7136 was infected at a multiplicity of infection of ϳ0.1 and allowed to grow at 37°C for ϳ4 h. Cells were harvested by centrifugation and lysed by repeated freeze/thawing, and cell debris was pelleted after treatment with DNase and RNase. The crude procapsids were harvested from the supernatant by centrifugation and purified by velocity sedimentation on a 5-20% sucrose gradient. Fractions containing procapsids were identified both visually by turbidity and by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). Appropriate fractions were pooled, washed, and concentrated by sedimentation.
GuHCl extraction of procapsids
Scaffolding protein was removed from the gp5/8 procapsids by treatment with 0.5 M GuHCl as previously described (Prasad et al., 1993) . Briefly, purified procapsids were made in 0.5 M GuHCl, 50 mM Tris, 25 mM NaCl, and 2 mM EDTA at pH7.0. This treatment releases the scaffolding protein and leaves intact the shells of coat protein. The coat protein shells were separated from the released scaffolding protein by pelleting in an ultracentrifuge. Pelleted shells were resuspended in 0.5 M GuHCl, and the process was repeated. Extraction was continued until the scaffolding protein was fully removed as monitored by SDS-PAGE, typically for three cycles. GuHCl treatment of the gp5 procapsids was performed in the same manner, with three extraction cycles.
Electron cryomicroscopy
Capsid samples were applied to copper grids covered with holey carbon film (Fukami and Adachi, 1965; Toyoshima, 1989) . After removal of excess solution by blotting, grids were rapidly plunged into liquid ethane (Adrian et al., 1984; Dubochet et al., 1988) . Vitrified samples were stored under liquid nitrogen until they were transferred into a JEOL 1200 microscope equipped with a Gatan 651-N anticontaminator, maintained at Ϫ179°C, and a Gatan 626 cold stage, maintained at Ϫ165°C. Flood-beam images were obtained with 100-kV electrons at a magnification of 30,000ϫ under low-dose conditions (less than or equal to 5 e Ϫ /Å 2 ). Kodak SO-163 film was used to record images, which were developed in full-strength Kodak D19 for 12 min at 20°C and fixed for 10 min in Kodak fixer.
Image analysis and three-dimensional reconstruction
All capsids were processed similarly to the previously determined procapsids assembled in the absence of the scaffolding protein (Thuman-Commike et al., 1998) . Electron micrographs were visually inspected for quality, and the close-to-focus images of suitable micrographs were scanned with a Perkin-Elmer 1010M microdensitomer with a step size of 17 m, corresponding to 5.57 Å per pixel. Particle selection was performed using automated reference-based particle selection (Thuman-Commike and Chiu, 1995; . The selected particles were perimeter average subtracted and extracted as 128 ϫ 128 pixel images. Image defocus and quality were analyzed by computing the sum of the particle image Fourier transform intensities (Zhou et al., 1996) .
Particle center and angular parameters were estimated using crosscorrelation and several modified versions of the self-common lines function (Crowther et al., 1970; Fuller, 1987; Thuman-Commike and Chiu, 1997) . Initial sets of orientations were identified using a cross-common lines phase residual comparison between a set of computed projection images (Crowther et al., 1994; Zhou et al., 1994 ) generated from the previously published 19-Å scaffolding mutant procapsid reconstruction . After determination of the initial orientations, projection images were computed from the low-resolution structures to determine additional particle orientations, using the cross-common lines phase residual comparison.
The final resolution of each reconstruction was verified by the icosahedral cross-common lines phase residual (Crowther, 1971) , the Fourier ring correlation coefficient (Radermacher, 1988; van Heel, 1987) , and the amplitude-weighted mean phase difference (Baker et al., 1990; Frank et al., 1981) . Adequate Fourier space sampling was ensured by calculating the inverse eigenvalue spectrum during the interpolation step of the FourierBessel analysis of the final reconstructions (Crowther, 1971; Crowther et al., 1970) . Full icosahedral symmetry was obtained for the final reconstructions by imposing real space threefold averaging (Fuller, 1987) . Furthermore, to ensure accurate and interpretable difference maps, all reconstructions were determined from images obtained under comparable conditions (0.9 -1.1 m underfocus) and were all determined to 22-Å resolution.
Difference maps
Several types of difference maps were computed to confirm and substantiate the observed results. The simplest difference map calculated was the algebraic difference between all corresponding points in the reconstructions for which the density was at or above the contour threshold level (Marvik et al., 1995) . This algebraic difference was performed on maps both with and without radial and/or density scaling. The radial and density scaling were performed by comparison of the spherically averaged radial density profile for each of the corresponding maps within the range of the coat protein shell (Booy et al., 1994; Lawton and Prasad, 1996; VenienBryan and Fuller, 1994) . In each of these cases, differences were considered statistically significant if they were present at 3 above the mean density in the difference map. In addition to the algebraic difference maps, Student's t-test (n ϭ 9) was used to confirm statistically significant structural differences (McGough et al., 1994; Milligan and Flicker, 1987; Trachtenberg and DeRosier, 1987) . All significant difference densities were consistent between the various types of computed difference maps. For simplicity, we have opted to show the observed results by superimposing the algebraic difference map on the three-dimensional structure.
RESULTS
Scaffolding-lacking and scaffolding-containing procapsids
Our approach to isolating the location of the coat/scaffolding interface was to compute difference maps between structures of scaffolding-containing and scaffolding-lacking procapsids. The wild-type procapsid, however, contains not only the coat protein, gp5, and the scaffolding protein, gp8, but also the portal protein, gp1, and the three pilot proteins, gp7, gp16, and gp20 ( Fig. 1 A) . Thus, using the wild-type procapsid may result in misinterpretation of the difference maps due to the presence of the additional proteins. Consequently, we have purified 1-/16-/20-procapsids, subsequently referred to as gp5/8 procapsids, for use as the scaffolding-containing procapsids. As shown in Fig. 1 B, the gp5/8 procapsids contain gp5 and gp8 but do not appear to contain gp1, gp16, or gp20. We should note that these capsids might contain the minor pilot protein gp7. However, even if gp7 is present in these procapsids, gp7 is a small 18-kDa protein (King et al., 1973) with only 10 -12 copies in the procapsid; therefore it is unlikely that the possible presence of gp7 could affect our results. For procapsids lacking the scaffolding protein, we have purified both procapsids assembled in the absence of the scaffolding protein, subsequently referred to as gp5 procapsids and gp5/8 procapsids treated with GuHCl, which causes release of the scaffolding protein (Fuller and King, 1981) . As previously determined (Earnshaw and King, 1978; Thuman-Commike et al., 1998) , the gp5 procapsids lack the scaffolding protein and do not appear to contain the portal protein, gp1, or either of the two pilot proteins, gp16 and gp20. Similarly, after GuHCl treatment the gp5/8 procapsids no longer contain the scaffolding protein ( Fig. 1 C) .
Procapsid structure
The bacteriophage P22 procapsid forms a T ϭ 7 icosahedral capsid with an outer shell composed of seven quasiequivalent coat subunits (Prasad et al., 1993; Thuman-Commike et al., 1998 , 1996 . The procapsid shell has an average radius of 280 Å and a maximum radius of 306 Å. Fig. 2 demonstrates the overall structural features of the inner and outer coat surface of the gp5/8 procapsid. Note that although the gp5/8 procapsid was chosen for this demonstration, all of the determined procapsid structures have the same overall structural features. The outer procapsid surface is composed of penton and skewed hexon clusters, each with a central channel (Fig. 2, A and C) . In addition, the outer coat surface has valleys at all strict and local threefold axes (Fig. 2 , A and C) and saddle-like regions present between pairs of hexon-penton and hexon-hexon subunits (Fig. 2, A and C) . The procapsid inner coat surface is composed of trimer clusters at all strict and local threefold axes (Fig. 2, B and D) that correspond to the positions of the valleys observed on the outer surface. Located between the trimer clusters is a network of grooves (Fig. 2, B and D) that correspond to the positions of the saddle-like regions observed on the outer surface. The presence of internal density differs in all structures; however, when present; all internal density is nonicosahedral, as determined by comparison of the threefold and nonthreefold averaged reconstructions . Consequently, the internal density will not be considered in any of the remaining analyses.
Coat/scaffolding interaction
Difference maps between gp5/8 and gp5 procapsids contain significant differences on the inner surface of the gp5/8 procapsid that are absent from the inner surface of the gp5 procapsid (Fig. 3 A) . These differences appear as a cluster of four densities at the trimer tips of the b, c, f, and g subunits (Fig. 3 A, circled densities) . These four densities are the only significant difference densities between these two structures. Consequently, we attribute the four densities at the trimer tips of the b, c, f, and g subunits to the points of interaction between the coat and the scaffolding protein in the procapsid (Fig. 3 C) . The small amount of observed difference density attributed to the scaffolding protein suggests that the scaffolding is only icosahedrally ordered for a small distance within the coat protein shell. Consistent with this notion is evidence that the 30 C-terminal amino acids required for binding of the coat protein are helical (Tuma et al., 1998) , but that the region immediately adjacent to this region is flexible (Prevelige, unpublished observations) . This flexibility could account for the rapid decay of icosahedral order.
We should note that these locations differ from our previously proposed location of the coat/scaffolding interaction that was based solely on the structural appearance of the inner procapsid surface. In the current study, we have based our assignment of the coat/scaffolding interaction on differences observed between scaffolding-containing and scaffolding-lacking procapsids. This assignment of the b, c, f, and g subunits is consistent with all current data regarding the scaffolding protein. Binding of a single scaffolding molecule at each of the b, c, f, and g subunits of the capsid would result in a total of 240 scaffolding molecules within the procapsid, in accordance with previous estimates . Furthermore, analytical ultracentrifugation of purified scaffolding protein has demonstrated that the scaffolding subunits interact with each other to form dimers and tetramers (Parker et al., 1997) . From the relative positions of the identified interaction sites, the scaffolding subunits are located ϳ50 Å apart and could easily form both dimeric and tetrameric interactions. By making these interactions, the scaffolding subunits link adjacent hexamers to each other as viewed from the outside, and adjacent trimers as seen from the inside, thus helping to cement together the coat subassemblies within the capsid. The presence of scaffolding tetramers has also been observed for the external scaffolding gpSid of P4 (Marvik et al., 1995) and the external scaffolding gpD of X174 (Dokland et al., 1997; Ilag et al., 1995) . Although these procapsids each have different underlying coat/scaffolding interactions, the appearance of scaffolding tetramers appears to be a recurring theme.
To further confirm the point of interaction between the coat and scaffolding protein, we compared the gp5/8 procapsid before and after GuHCl treatment. Several distinct regions of significant difference were observed in this comparison. Examination of the differences attributed to the gp5/8 procapsid at the inner surface reveals densities at the trimer tips of the c and f subunits (Fig. 3 B, circled densi- ties). No other significant difference is present on the inner surface. Thus we interpret these two densities as points of interaction between the coat and the scaffolding protein.
These densities are consistent with the densities observed on the c and f subunits in the comparison with the gp5 procapsids (Fig. 3 A) . In the comparison of GuHCl-treated gp5/8 procapsids, however, we observe differences only at the trimer tips of the c and f subunits (Fig. 3 B) . The densities at the b and g trimer tips are still present in the GuHCltreated gp5/8 procapsid. This might suggest that only half of the scaffolding molecules (at the c and f subunits) are extracted by the GuHCl treatment, whereas those bound to the b and g subunits remain. Assignment of the scaffolding to the densities at the b and g trimer tips, however, is inconsistent with the SDS-PAGE of the GuHCl-treated gp5/8 procapsids (Fig. 1) , which shows that the scaffolding is totally absent. Therefore, it is unlikely the densities at the b and g trimer tips are scaffolding protein.
An alternative explanation is that the observed density at the trimer tips is derived from the presence of an alternative coat protein conformation because the coat subunits that interact with scaffolding must adopt an altered conformation in which a scaffolding binding site is presented on the inner capsid surface. In this case, extraction of the scaffolding protein by GuHCl would cause the c and f subunits to revert back to a conformation that lacked the binding site, whereas the b and g subunits would remain in the scaffolding-binding conformation, even in the absence of scaffolding protein. This model is consistent with previous evidence indicating that the procapsid contains two classes of scaffolding binding sites with different affinities for scaffolding protein subunits (Greene and King, 1994) .
Consequences of GuHCl treatment
Comparison of the gp5/8 procapsid before and after GuHCl treatment reveals not only positive differences at the inner surface attributed to the gp5/8 procapsid (Fig. 3 B) , but also positive differences at the outer surface attributed to the gp5/8 procapsid (Fig. 4 A) and negative differences at the inner surface attributed to the GuHCl-treated procapsid (Fig. 4 B) . Several difference densities are observed on the outer coat surface of the GuHCl-treated gp5/8 procapsids that are attributable to the gp5/8 procapsid (Fig. 4 A) . These differences include a number of relatively small densities at the tips of most of the hexon and penton petals and densities in the saddle-like regions between the hexon-hexon subunits gp5/8 procapsid is shown in white, and the difference map representing features present in the gp5/8 procapsid but absent from the GuHCl-treated gp5/8 procapsid is shown in red. That is, the red density is the positive difference between the gp5/8 procapsid and the GuHCl-treated gp5/8 procapsid. The circled densities correspond to the density attributed to the coat/scaffolding interaction at the trimer tips of the c and f subunits. (C) Cartoon schematic denoting the identified locations of the coat/scaffolding interaction. Subunits labeled in red interact with scaffolding, and subunits labeled in black do not interact with scaffolding. (Fig. 4 A) . These differences suggest that the petals and saddle-like regions of the gp5/8 procapsid extend outward slightly more than those in the GuHCl-treated gp5/8 procapsid.
Difference maps between gp5/8 procapsids before and after GuHCl treatment also identify several densities present on the inner surface of the GuHCl-treated gp5/8 procapsid that are absent in the gp5/8 procapsid (Fig. 4 B) . The principal difference occurs in the grooves surrounding the strict icosahedral threefold axis, with other, weaker differences surrounding the hexon holes and in the center of the flat region of the trimer clusters (Fig. 4 B) . These differences complement the differences attributed to the outer surface of the gp5/8 procapsid (Fig. 4 A) and further suggest that an inward flattening movement has occurred to the procapsid after chemical treatment.
To determine whether the observed structural changes are a result of the GuHCl treatment or scaffolding release, we compared the gp5 procapsid before and after GuHCl treatment (results not shown). The resulting difference maps also suggest that an inward movement has occurred to the procapsid after GuHCl treatment. Because the gp5 procapsid does not contain scaffolding protein, these results confirm that the inward movement is a result of the chemical treatment and not the exit of the scaffolding protein.
We interpret the observed inward movement of GuHCltreated procapsids as a possible mimic of an initial step in the maturation transition. Maturation requires release of the scaffolding protein King and Casjens, 1974) , followed by flattening of the icosahedral lattice and an overall expansion of the capsid (Prasad et al., 1993) . The differences we observe result in a flattening of the capsid, which is consistent with maturation flattening, suggesting that we may be observing an intermediate in capsid maturation.
DISCUSSION
Procapsid assembly models
Our difference maps suggest specific interactions of scaffolding protein with only four of the seven quasiequivalent coat protein conformations in the P22 procapsid lattice (Fig.  3 C) . These interactions further suggest that scaffolding protein can form dimers and tetramers within the procapsid. We propose a model for P22 procapsid assembly that involves self-association of both coat and scaffolding subunits, as well as specific interactions between the two proteins. During assembly coat protein subunits are recruited from a pool of subunits in an undefined conformation and are subsequently switched to the correct one of seven quasiequivalent conformations, based upon their interactions with neighboring coat and scaffolding subunits in the growing capsid. In this model, assembly is not driven primarily by the scaffolding; instead, assembly involves alternating steps in which first coat, then scaffolding subunits form self-interactions and then catalyze the addition of the other protein. Together, the coat and scaffolding provide overlapping sets of binding interactions that drive formation of the procapsid.
We propose that the first step in procapsid assembly, as suggested by the kinetics of P22 in vitro assembly, is the formation of a coat pentamer (Prevelige et al., 1993a) . Within infected cells, procapsid initiation also involves the FIGURE 4 Difference imaging revealing the consequences of GuHCl treatment for procapsids. (A) Outer surface representation of differences present in the gp5/8 procapsid before but not after GuHCl treatment. The surface representation of the GuHCl-treated gp5/8 procapsid is shown in white, and the difference map is shown in red. Difference densities are at or near the tip of the penton and hexon subunits and in the saddle-like regions between the d-e and f-f subunits. (B) Inner surface representation of features present in the GuHCl-treated gp5/8 procapsid but absent in the gp5/8 procapsid before GuHCl treatment. The surface representation of the gp5/8 procapsid is shown in white, and the difference map is shown in red. Difference densities are present on the grooves surrounding the icosahedral threefold axis, on the trimer clusters, and surrounding the hexon holes. Note that the red density in B is the negative difference between the gp5/8 procapsid and the GuHCl-treated gp5/8 procapsid, whereas the red density in Fig. 3 B is the positive difference. participation of the portal complex, which may form a larger complex including the pilot proteins as well as coat and scaffolding subunits. Thus the first step in procapsid assembly may also involve the addition of coat and scaffolding subunits to form the first ring of trimers, with scaffolding bound to coat subunits in the b and g conformations (Fig. 5,  A and AЈ) . The next coat subunits to be added must initiate a new ring of trimer clusters, while not yet being able to complete the hexons. An insufficiency of favorable binding interactions at this stage could make it difficult for these FIGURE 5 Schematic of the scaffolding-directed procapsid assembly model. In this schematic, trimers, hexons, and pentons are only completely assembled when all subunit labels have been added, although the entire outline is present from the time any individual subunit is added. Subunits labeled in white have scaffolding bound, and subunits labeled in black do not interact with scaffolding. The left column views assembly from the outside of the capsid, and the right column views assembly from the inside of the capsid. (A, AЈ) Initial assembly occurs at the fivefold symmetry axis. Either during or after formation of the penton, additional subunits add to form complete trimer clusters surrounding each penton. (B, BЈ) Coat and scaffolding subunit addition then proceeds, driven by tetrameric scaffolding interactions. (C, CЈ) At this point a number of coat subunits are added, driven by completion of trimers, on the inner surface, and by completion of hexons, on the outer surface. (D, DЈ) Next, the addition of more coat subunits results in completion of the ddd and cef trimers on the inner surface. The addition of these subunits also results in the opening of scaffolding interaction locations at the coat subunits in the c and f conformations. Coat and scaffolding subunit addition then proceeds, driven by tetrameric scaffolding interactions, resulting in the addition of coat subunits that switch to the b and g conformations, after which the assembly process continues.
coat subunits to stably attach to the shell. We suggest that this step is therefore driven by the binding interactions of the scaffolding subunits, which can form tetrameric clusters with the scaffolding subunits that bind to the c and f coat subunits (Fig. 5, B and BЈ) . After this step, the next coat subunits to bind would complete the first ring of hexons (Fig. 5 C) and another set of trimer clusters (Fig. 5 CЈ) . Completion of another set of trimeric interactions could drive the addition of the next set of coat subunits (Fig. 5 DЈ) . At this stage, scaffolding molecules must be driven to bind to the newly added coat subunits in the c and f, but not the d and e conformations. It may be significant that of these newly added subunits, those in the f position are the closest to any subunit that already has scaffolding bound (Fig. 5 D) . By contact with these scaffolding-bound subunits, the newly added subunits in the f position might be induced to shift to a scaffolding-binding conformation. Alternatively, the conformations of the d and e subunits may already have been set, by their interactions within the skewed hexon ring, to conformations incapable of binding scaffolding. Once scaffolding has bound to both the f and c subunits, addition of the coat subunits that switch to the b and g conformations, and so on, could proceed through the steps described above.
In this model the scaffolding serves to help the assembly of the coat shell over the "difficult" steps. That is, at those steps for which addition of coat subunits does not complete enough binding interactions to provide sufficient energy for stable coat subunit addition, interactions between scaffolding subunits provide the motivating force. This model would predict that a high enough concentration of coat protein could favor the completion of even the difficult assembly steps, but that the presence of scaffolding would significantly lower the critical concentration of coat protein required for procapsid assembly, as is, in fact, the case (Prevelige et al., 1993a) .
Conformational switching and size regulation
Given the above model describing the assembly steps in procapsid formation, the next question is how to ensure that the assembled capsid has the proper size. Assembly of a properly sized capsid requires each viral coat subunit to adopt the correct one of multiple quasiequivalent conformations, depending upon the T number of the capsid. The coat protein by itself must be able to provide some regulation of procapsid size, because the coat proteins of the T ϭ 7 phages seem intrinsically capable of forming both T ϭ 7 and T ϭ 4 capsids but not capsids of larger or smaller T numbers. For example, capsids made by P22 coat protein in the absence of scaffolding (Earnshaw and King, 1978) , by mutant coat proteins (Katsura, 1983) , and by P2 coat protein in the presence of the parasitic P4 protein gpSid (Dokland et al., 1992) are all T ϭ 4 instead of the correct T ϭ 7. Capsids with T numbers of 3, 9, or 12 have never been observed in these systems. Similarly, herpesvirus coat protein in the absence of scaffolding and one of the triplex proteins forms T ϭ 7 capsids (Saad, Zhou, Jakana, Chiu, and Rixon, unpublished observations).
One property that seems likely to contribute to the sizeregulating ability of coat proteins is the propensity to form skewed hexon clusters. The hexons within procapsids of the dsDNA phages P22 (Prasad et al., 1993) , (Dokland and Murialdo, 1993) , and HK97 (Conway et al., 1995) , as well as the herpesvirus procapsid , all show pronounced deviations from the sixfold symmetry present in the mature viruses. Surprisingly, the structures of the T ϭ 7 and T ϭ 4 P22 capsids formed in the absence of scaffolding protein revealed that both contained hexons with the same skewed structure (Thuman-Commike et al., 1998) ; thus at least for P22, hexon skewing is not sufficient to determine the choice of T ϭ 7 versus T ϭ 4 structures. However, because a hexon with only twofold symmetry must contain either three or six different conformations, the T number of a capsid in which all hexons are skewed must be 3n ϩ 1. Thus the coat protein by itself, because of its propensity to form skewed hexons, limits the possible structures to T ϭ 4, 7, 13, 16, and so forth. These limited T numbers correspond to those actually observed for these viruses, from the T ϭ 7 and T ϭ 4 phage capsids discussed above to the T ϭ 13 bacteriophage T4 capsid (Black et al., 1994 ) and the T ϭ 16 herpesvirus capsids (Schrag et al., 1989 ).
An additional regulatory property of the coat protein is its potential for binding interactions with the scaffolding protein, which presumably further limits the choice of capsid size to the single correct T number for each virus. It is possible to propose simple rules of P22 scaffolding binding interactions that can direct T ϭ 7 formation and prevent the assembly of capsids of incorrect T numbers. In this discussion, it is assumed that the scaffolding dimer interactions are formed between scaffolding molecules bound to coat subunits b-g and c-f, whereas interactions between scaffoldings bound to b-c and g-f coat subunits occur only after the formation of tetramers.
The first problem in building a T ϭ 7 procapsid is preventing the formation of a T ϭ 4 capsid. A rule to prevent this, as suggested by our localization of the coat/ scaffolding interface, is that scaffolding subunits can bind only two out of three coat subunits in a single trimer cluster. This may be because binding of scaffolding to the coat is stabilized by dimeric interactions with an adjacent scaffolding subunit; once two subunits have bound to a trimer cluster, a third scaffolding subunit would have no available partner with which to form the stabilizing dimer interaction, and thus would not remain bound. Consistent with this suggestion, in vitro assembly experiments with both truncated and full-length scaffolding proteins indicate that each P22 scaffolding dimer must be able to bind two coat subunits to participate in assembly . As shown in Fig. 6 A, formation of a T ϭ 4 lattice requires a threefold interaction of the c subunits. In the P22 lattice (Fig. 6 B) , however, scaffolding protein binds two of those subunits (designated c and f), and because a third scaffold-ing protein cannot be bound to the trimer, the threefold symmetry is irrevocably destroyed, eliminating the possibility of forming a T ϭ 4 shell.
The other problem that must be addressed is preventing the formation of capsids with T numbers greater than 7 and preventing the formation of unclosed spiral structures, which can result from failing to form pentamers at the correct sites (Berger et al., 1994) . As shown in Fig. 6 , B and C, in a T ϭ 13 capsid, what would be the second cf/bg interaction is, in a T ϭ 7 capsid, a locus of twofold symmetry, with the subunits designated ij/ij in the T ϭ 13 capsid. The ij/ij interaction would be prevented if the scaffolding tetramer did not possess twofold symmetry. This suggestion is supported by the recently determined structure of the external scaffolding protein of X174, gpD (Dokland et al., 1997) . gpD also forms tetramers, although in contrast to the P22 scaffolding, gpD binds to the outside of the capsid, and because the X174 capsid is T ϭ 1, each gpD subunit does not bind a separate coat subunit. The gpD tetramer consists of a dimer of dimers. Although the two dimers are almost identical, their binding interface is skewed such that the tetramer lacks twofold symmetry (Dokland et al., 1997) . If the P22 scaffolding protein forms a similar tetramer, the difference in the angle of the two dimer halves could be such as to ensure that the b and g subunits are forced into a tighter conformation for the incorporation of a pentamer. Chemical cross-linking evidence indicates that the scaffolding tetramer, like gpD, is composed of a dimer of dimers (Parker and Prevelige, unpublished observations) . The importance of tetrameric interactions is confirmed by the fact that scaffolding fragments incapable of forming tetramers direct the assembly of primarily aberrant spiral structures rather than closed capsids . It is also likely that both the intrinsic curvature of the coat protein and the constraints imposed by interactions of elongated scaffolding molecules within the capsid would prevent the formation of very large capsids.
Regulated self-assembly by different accessory proteins, including scaffolding, may also be involved in the formation of the larger herpesvirus and adenovirus capsids. The location of the herpesvirus scaffolding protein was observed in the B capsid (Zhou et al., 1998) , although the precise sites of binding are not clear. Nonetheless, it is evident that as with P22, the herpesvirus scaffolding binds only to a subset of the quasiequivalent coat subunits present in the T ϭ 16 virion (Zhou et al., 1998b) . The triplex proteins also make nonequivalent interactions with the different coat subunits (Zhou et al., 1998b) and may provide the additional control required to prevent assembly of all possible capsids smaller than T ϭ 16, given that in the absence of scaffolding and one of the triplex proteins, vp23, T ϭ 7 capsids are formed (Saad, Zhou, Jakana, Chiu, and Rixon, unpublished observations) . The assembly pathways of the T ϭ 25 adenoviruses are not known in detail, but do involve scaffolding proteins (Cepko and Sharp, 1982; D'Halluin et al., 1978; Edvardsson et al., 1976) . Moreover, the mature adenovirus virions contain additional structural proteins, including a specialized penton protein, a triplex protein, and two proteins that bind at other unique hexon interfaces (Stewart et al., 1993) , all of which presumably add still more layers of regulation to form this still larger capsid. FIGURE 6 Role of the scaffolding protein in capsid size determination. Shown are schematics of (A) T ϭ 4, (B) T ϭ 7, and (C) T ϭ 13 icosahedral lattices viewed from the inside. Subunits with scaffolding bound are shown in white, and subunits without scaffolding bound are shown in black. Notice that binding of scaffolding prevents the formation of the threefold symmetry axis of the T ϭ 4 lattice and the twofold symmetry axis of the T ϭ 13 lattice.
